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Fast alchemy leveling skyrim

List of needed ingredients: 5 of each Butterfly Wing, Skeever Tail 3 of each Ash Creep Cluster, Ashen Grass Pod, Beehive Husk, Blue Mountain Flower, Boar Tusk, Burnt Spriggan Wood, Cyrodilic Spadetail, Deathbell, Fly Amanita, Grass Pod, Imp Stool, Juniper Berries, Luna Moth Wing, Torchbug
Thorax 2 of each Abecean Longfin, Ash Hopper Jelly, Bear Claws, Bee, Bleeding Crown, Blisterwort, Blue Dartwing, Bone Meal, Canis Root, Chaurus Eggs, Creep Cluster, Daedra Heart, Dragon's Tongue, Elves Ear, Emperor Parasol Moss, Falmer Ear, Felsaad Tern Feathers, Frost Mirriam, Garlic, Giant
Lichen, Giant's Toe, Gleamblossom, Glowing Mushroom, Hagraven Claw, Hagraven Feathers, Hanging Moss, Hawk Beak, Hawk Feathers, Histcarp, Honeycomb, Human Flesh, Human Heart, Ice Wraith Teeth, Jazbay Grapes, Large Antlers, Lavender, Moon Sugar, Mora Tapinella, Mudcrab Chitin,
Namira's Rot, Nightshade, Nordic Barnacle, Orange Dartwing, Pearl, Pine Thrush Egg, Poison Bloom, Powdered Mammoth Tusk, Purple Mountain Flower, Red Mountain Flower, Rock Warbler Egg, Sabre Cat Tooth, Salmon Roe, Salt Pile, Scaly Pholiota, Scathecraw, Silverside Perch, Slaughterfish Egg,
Slaughterfish Scales, Small Antlers, Small Pearl, Snowberries, Spawn Ash, Spider Egg, Spriggan Sap, Swamp Fungal Pod, Taproot, Thistle Branch, Trama Root, Tundra Cotton, Vampire Dust, Void Salts, Wisp Wrappings, Yellow Mountain Flower 1 of each Ancestor Moth Wing, Blue Butterfly Wing, Briar
Heart, Charred Skeever Hide, Chaurus Hunter Antennae, Chicken's Egg, Crimson Nirnroot, Dwarven Oil, Ectoplasm, Eye of Sabre Cat, Fire Salts, Frost Salts, Glow Dust, Hawk's Egg, Netch Jelly, Nirnroot, River Betty, Troll Fat, Wheat, White Cap Looking to get your alchemy level up to 100 so you can
craft the best possible fortify smithing potions so you can forge the absolute best weapons and armor in the game? Let me show you how you can manage this within a couple of minutes, while making a profit! Step 1)Collect regents to craft a potion of fortify health. Specifically, we are looking for wheat,
giant's toes, and creep clusters. Combining these three ingredients will give you a significant boost in alchemy level, and be worth a decent chunk of gold at the same time. Giant's toes can be found by killing giants, wheat can be harvested from farms around the world of Skyrim, and the creep clusters
can be found most abundantly around the area of Steamcrag Camp. Collect about 100 of each of these and you should be set to get started at least. If you want to just buy all of these from apothecary shops around the world that can be done as well. Keep in mind they will restock themselves after 48
hours in game, so you can collect these just by moving from town to town and clearing out the shops. Step 2)Activate the thief stone and sleep in your own bed. The thief stone, located near the start of the game when you first escaped from Helgen, will give you a 20% boost to experience gained in
alchemy. On top of this, if you get the well rested bonus from sleeping in your own bed you'll get an additional 10% bonus. Step 3)Craft the potions as many times as you have the ingredients for. Now that you have those bonuses to your experience gained, go ahead and craft all of the ingredients you
have collected and watch your levels soar. This is the part that is only going to take a minute or two, and you'll level up a lot from it. If you got enough ingredients you can shoot straight to 100, but if not, you can sell those potions you are making for a profit while you go around and collect more ingredients.
Congratulations on being able to now craft some of the best potions at the highest skill level in the game! A "gamer" since way before the term was coined, I have been playing video games in one form or another since the 1980s.Learn the Secrets to Fast Leveling in SkyrimEven though the game levels
your character with you as you play, fast leveling is a tactic some players prefer to use to level certain skills faster than others.While this is not the way to level incredibly quickly using the Oghma Infinium (which you can see here), this list does show you the quickest way to spam level skills by using them
repeatedly in the game.The Oghma InfiniumLordDragonfangHow to Fast Level Your One-Handed, Two-Handed, Destruction, and Archery SkillsAll offensive skills can be leveled on Shadowmere, the horse you receive from the Dark Brotherhood Quest – The Cure for Madness.Shadowmere has such a
high regeneration rate that it is nearly impossible to kill her unless you use very high-level spells, which isn’t recommended for leveling quickly.While leveling a certain skill, wear anything you own that ups the regeneration rate of your own Magicka or stamina in order to get more bang for your buck.If you
do happen to kill Shadowmere (good job), wait at the area she died for approximately 15 days and she should resurrect.Skyrim Video: Leveling Up Using ShadowmereHow to Fast Level Your Light Armor, Heavy Armor, Block, and Restoration SkillsOne method to fast level your armor, block, and
restoration skills all at the same time is to make a large group of enemies (such as the city guard) angry and have them attack you while using healing spells. You have to be cautious and vigilant doing this since it is easy to run out of health or Magicka if you are not paying attention.Another method uses a
frost thrall (a permanent frost atronach) to attack you while the player also uses healing spells and equilibrium. This method also levels alteration as well.The biggest thing to remember is that the larger the damage is that you take, the faster your armor and block skills will level. If you have the health to
get beaten up by a giant and not die, their powerful hits will level your skills more quickly than going toe-to-toe with a lowly mud crab.Skyrim Video: How to Level up Your Heavy/Light Armor, Blocking and RestorationHow to Fast Level Your Smithing and Enchanting SkillsSmithing and enchanting can be
done at the same time if you know how to do it. You must have about 2000 gold to start and a large collection of petty or common soul gems to use at your enchanting alter.The city of Markarth is best because of the availability of an enchanting altar in your home and the location of the merchant in the
blacksmith area. If you spend some time using soul trap on any enemies you come across and occasionally finding and buying empty soul gems from merchants, you can save yourself a lot of money instead of buying filled ones in shops for high prices. I'm fairly sure discovering new effects gives you the
biggest boost to your alchemy skill, but throwing together your own potions is gonna be effective, of course. My strategy has been to go out and collect too many ingredients and then head to an alchemy table and just start throwing stuff together. Generally, I try to put ingredients that I know a lot of effects
with ingredients that I know zero or one effects. This way, I have a better chance of matching something. Eating ingredients will uncover the first effect. Oh, and you could always train from a specialist and then kill them and recollect your gold. But that's limited to fives times per level. This wiki is a great
source: Alchemy My Potion recipe finder generates all possible 2 and 3 ingredient recipes and lets you filter by effect and purity. You can remove items you don't have and it adjust the possibilities. It also sorts by price so the post expensive ones are first. The amount of exp you receive is directly related
to the amount of gold that the potion is worth. Potions are worth more if they have more effects on them, and the effects have a larger magnitude. For this reason, even creating a potion that has 1 positive effect and two negative effects will be worth more than a potion with just one positive effect. There’s
an herbalist hut in every city, leveled potions in every crypt, and a massive world full of ingredients to pluck, skin, and horde, yet alchemy is one of the most underwhelming facets of The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim. Most players have healing potions hot-keyed for quick access during battle, or perhaps a
specific chest sits at their house, stuffed with unique concoctions saved (but probably forgotten) for a rainy day. When it comes to allocating perk points in Skyrim, the Alchemy tree is often abandoned in favor of a more useful place to put skill levels. With the exception of healing potions (which can also
become obsolete after some points in Restoration), it’s entirely possible to complete a Skyrim playthrough without ever picking up or purchasing any ingredients or potions. Players looking for reasons to replay Skyrim in 2021 would almost certainly not consider Alchemy a point of interest. Throwing
ingredients together at an Alchemy Lab is a great method for quick leveling (as well as the only way to increase the Alchemy skill naturally) and experienced players might know a few recipes for expensive potions. A Fortify Health potion that uses wheat and a Giant’s Toe can, admittedly, sell for a lot of
Gold. Continue scrolling to keep reading Click the button below to start this article in quick view. Start now Skyrim's Alchemy is a valid method for power-leveling and money grinding, but in both instances the brewing of potions is a means to an end. Potions brewed at low levels are weak, providing less
than a slight resistance to elements, or dealing middling amounts of poison damage. If it didn’t assist with the more useful rogue skills like lockpicking and archery, Krosis would probably be considered one of the worst Dragon Priest Masks in Skyrim for its niche Fortify Alchemy enchantment. 60 levels in
Alchemy Can Make A Poison Last More Than One Hit The way Skyrim handles poison is one of the chief reasons Alchemy is so overlooked. The player can poison their weapons by first equipping the weapon they wish to poison, then entering their inventory, navigating to the potions menu, then choosing
the poison they wish to use on their equipped weapon. In the heat of combat, it’s unlikely that a player would pause to do all this rather than simply firing another arrow. The worst part of all is that by default, the poison only lasts for one hit. After that, the process must be repeated all over again. There is a
related perk that could be fun for a Dark Brotherhood or Thieves Guild roleplay, however. Found under the Pickpocketing tree, ‘Poisoned’ allows for lethal toxins to be placed in the pockets of unsuspecting NPCs. At first the implications are exciting: Finally, a better use for these deadly lingering poisons.
The reality, however, is another disappointment. Even some of the game’s stronger poisons are still too weak to kill an NPC outright. More interesting applications like using ‘Poisoner’ in tandem with a Frenzy potion are also shot down; NPCs are usually too high level to succumb to its effects. In the end,
it’s more efficient to take down the target in question with a close-quarters dagger kill, or yet another stealth arrow. If Elder Scrolls 6 can learn from Skyrim’s successes and failures, Alchemy is almost certainly an aspect that could use some revisions. Rather than one-shot numerical boosts to skills, or
negligible boosts to damage, Alchemy would benefit most from effects exclusive to the skill. Unique creative twists like water-walking, shapeshifting, spell reflection, or acidic blood would all be more interesting than just one more way to increase damage - especially given that Alchemy can’t even increase
damage well. More: Elder Scrolls: Why The Dark Brotherhood Makes You Kill Someone First Starfield: What "Skyrim In Space" Could Actually Mean Related Topics Game Features the elder scrolls skyrim About The Author Jeremy Milliner (12 Articles Published) More From Jeremy Milliner FlagView
HistoryThe best way to level Alchemy is to start with a sum of gold large enough to cover the purchase of ingredients from the Alchemists in the major holds. After buying the ingredients, create as many potions as possible, and sell those created potions back to the Alchemist from which the ingredients
were purchased, which often nets the player Gold in the process. Creating potions that have high values gives the player more experience than cheap potions. Expensive potions tend to have more effects. The player can fast travel to other holds, and will be able to keep going around the holds without
having to wait because by the time the player travels around the entire province, the merchants will restock their inventory. A very strong and expensive potion is the Fortify Health Potion created by combing Wheat, Giants Toe, and Creep Cluster I recently figured out an incredibly fast way of leveling up
your character in Skyrim.  First, it pays to understand just how one levels up.  Skyrim contains 18 skills, each of which can independently level from 15 to 100.  Examples include One-Handed, which levels each time you use a one-handed weapon, and Light Armor, which levels each time your light armor
is damaged in combat. Each time one of your skills gains a level, your character will level up a little bit.  Therefore, the trick to leveling your character is to level at least one skill very quickly. The skill of choice for quick leveling is Alchemy.  Each time you create a potion at an alchemy table your Alchemy
level increases a little bit.  The magnitude of the increase is proportional to the value of the potion created.  In other words, create lots of powerful potions and level up fast. This process is optimized once your Alchemy and Enchanting skills are leveled to 100 and all of their perks are learned.  This won’t
happen all at once, but if you follow the steps below they will level quickly.  Once you max them out, repeat the steps below to optimize the process. Potions are created by combining two or more ingredients that you discover wandering around Skyrim.  These include flowers you can pick, flying insects
you can trap, and parts of enemies left behind like a Giant’s Toe.  You could collect these ingredients in the wilderness, but that approach is very slow. Instead you should grow ingredients yourself.  You can do this in the Hearthfire DLC by building your own house.  Other guides have covered how to do
this, so I’ll skip those details.  The key is to include two things in your house – a garden and a greenhouse.  You need to harvest three ingredients: creep cluster, mora tapinella, and scaly pholiota.  Each of these can be discovered or purchased on their own. The benefit of planting in a garden and
greenhouse is that you harvest three to five plants every time they grow.  Once you advance your alchemy skill to level 70, you can unlock the Green Thumb perk that doubles that amount.  That means 6 to 10 plants for each pot or plot that you plant in.  There is no faster way to collect ingredients. The
reason I choose these three ingredients is that they create the most powerful potion possible given the plants that you can grow at your house.  Plants regrow every three days, so mining them requires that you pick all of them out of your garden, go inside, pick all out of your greenhouse, then press Select
and fast forward time three days.  Go outside, pick the plants from your garden, and repeat. Before creating potions, you want to be wearing apparel that bestows the Fortify Alchemy bonus.  The four pieces of apparel that allow this bonus are your helmet/hood/circlet, bracers/gauntlets/gloves,
amulets/necklaces, and rings.  You can max these out with a bonus of 29% stronger potions.  The bonuses stack, so you will want to be wearing all four pieces of equipment with the 29% bonus. Any piece of equipment that does not already have a bonus attribute can be given one at an arcane
enchanter, provided you have learned the enchantment by disenchanting a piece of equipment that possessed the bonus.  If you play the game for any amount of time, you can collect these four types of items in abundance, usually on bandits or others that you kill.  You can also find some in chests, smith
your own, purchase them from merchants, or pickpocket them.  Pickpocketing will label your item as “stolen,” which means they can be confiscated if you get in trouble with the authorities, so better to avoid this option if possible. The enchanting process is also going to require the most powerful soul gems
– the Grand Soul Gems.  These can be purchased in bulk at the College of Winterhold in the Arcanaeum.  Buy all you can, fast forward two days so that the merchants’ inventories reset, then buy more.  You’ll need somewhere around 20 to make this work. Once back in your house you are almost ready
to enchant your apparel with the alchemy bonus.  You need to ensure your enchantments are as strong as possible, so you will want to use a Fortify Enchanting potion just before you enchant your equipment.  These can be created at the alchemy table by combining Blue Butterfly Wings and
Snowberries.  The butterfly wings are easily farmed in your greenhouse, while snowberries are almost everywhere in snowy regions.  You can collect hundreds of these, especially once the Green Thumb perk is activated. The next step is a loop.  Create four Fortify Enchantment potions.  Walk over to
your enchanting table and use the potion.  Start the enchantment.  Take one of the helmets you’ve collected, select the Fortify Alchemy enchantment and the Grand Soul Gem, and create the new equipment.  It will give the equipment a 26% alchemy bonus, 1% higher than the maximum possible without
the Fortify Enchantment potion.  Consume another potion, enchant the pendant, and continue until all four items have been enhanced.  Equip them, return the alchemy table and create four more Fortify Enchantment potions.  Because of your new equipment these will be stronger than before.  Continue
the process until you have four pieces of equipment with the maximum 29% alchemy bonus. Now start creating hundreds of Fortify Carry Weight potions by combining the creep cluster, mora tapinella and scaly pholiota you’ve been harvesting.  If your Alchemy level is already at level 100, make it
legendary.  Use a perk point to activate the Alchemist perk immediately, then start creating potions.  At level 20, activate the Alchemist perk (again) and the Physician perk.  Activate the other perks at levels 30, 40, 60, 70, 80 and 100.  Once you’ve reached level 100, make the perk legendary again and
repeat. In leveling up the Alchemy skill so quickly, you will notice that your character’s level increases quickly as well.  You can gain about two levels each time your Alchemy skill goes from level 15 to level 100. There are some other major benefits that accrue during this process.  Because the Fortify
Carry Weight potions are so valuable, you can sell them off to merchants and make more money than you will ever need. I also use this method to update my other skills’ levels.  I do this by maximizing my character’s level bar, then finding someone who can train me in a skill.  For example, Vilkas in
Jorrvaskr in Whiterun can train you in Two-Handed combat.  You can level the skill five times at each character level.  Once you’ve trained five levels, level up your character, talk to Vilkas again and level up five times more.  With the right trainers (see other strategy guides to figure out which), you can
raise all of your skills to level 90 without even using them once. I wrote this quickly, so if anything is confusing let me know.  I can add more details or images to help the process along.  I hope this was helpful, and have fun exploring Skyrim! Featured image: “TESV – Sunrise” by Eilian Parker, used under
CC BY-NC-ND 2.0 / text has been added atop original image.  
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